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some notable shareware fonts where the authors
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request payment of a fee after an initial free
evaluation. I am using Indesign CS6 for layout

design and I used Summit Indica Unicode software
to type Assamese, Hindi, Bengali etc.. But

Indesign Doesnt support some words like,,. How
can I solve the problem Please give me positive

solution. Many fonts are proprietary fonts, such as
those included with Windows. On this page, I

provide some freely distributed fonts for
download. These fonts are Unicode fonts and are

compatible with Windows-based systems and
applications such as Microsoft Word (or any

Microsoft Office application), Notepad, etc. Yes, I
am doing this for searching and Indian fonts. So I
am sure that everyone will prefer the free font to
be downloaded. I am providing all these fonts in

open source and free form that is why I am
providing all this stuff. These fonts are useful for

searching and using in windows operating
systems. Fonts are listed alphabetically, according
to the first letter in the font name. You should be
able to download the fonts required from any font
site. The following list contains more than 300 or
so free fonts from the Internet, including all the

fonts I found while I was trying to find Indian fonts.
You can download free fonts with no charges after

initial evaluation. We have posted full type of
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